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ABSTRACT
Location based services (LBS) are considered by some to be the ‘golden child’ of wireless data services and one of the few areas where users would be willing to pay a premium for usage. Mobile Operators however are yet to be convinced, and despite acknowledging location services as strategic, have not considered it a priority. Recent LBS deployments however focusing on a holistic view of user behaviour are showing positive signs of success. These deployments focus on providing services that integrate different content from multiple sources to provide users with a coherent and logically connected flow of application options. These applications are called “Find it, Route it, Share it & Buy it. Importantly this model maximises return on investment (ROI) by motivating user to undertake multiple transactions. The challenge for those within the LBS industry is to convince mobile operators that LBS is viable and can deliver a strong ROI. Indeed, the future success of LBS is as much dependant on locating the money as it is about locating the subscribers.

INTRODUCTION
The ability to communicate across a cellular network has had a significant impact on the way both individuals and businesses undertake daily tasks to the point where today many people are totally dependent on the mobile phone. The promise
of Location Based Services (LBS) has the potential to further revolutionise consumer and commercial activity, however like many good ideas, the potential may not be realised.

LBS is considered by some to be the ‘golden child” of wireless data services and one of the few areas where users would be willing to pay a premium for usage. Schema estimates that location sensitive services could generate US$30 to $40 additional yearly revenue per user by 2005 and US$100 by 2010. Mobile operators however are yet to be convinced, and despite acknowledging location services as strategic, have not considered it a priority.

The challenge for those within the LBS industry is to convince mobile operators that LBS is viable and can deliver a strong Return on Investment (ROI). Indeed, the future success of LBS is as much dependant on locating the money as it is about locating the subscribers.

**BACKGROUND**

**Mobile Phone Operators Are Under Pressure…**

An important measure of value within the mobile telecommunications sector is Average Revenue Per User or ARPU. To date, ARPU has almost exclusively been generated from voice-related services. As the mobile telecommunications sector matures, a combination of factors are causing ARPU to steadily decline; these include:

- Increased market penetration of low value market segments
- Increased market competition
- Fixation by the investor community on customer acquisition not customer spend as a measure of value
- Inability of Mobile operators to unlock new revenue streams

Until recently the decline in ARPU has been masked by double-digit user growth rates within the mobile telecommunications sector. According to the US-based company, Strategic Consulting, global user growth rates will decline from 50 to 15% by 2002 and will continue to decline to single-digit growth rates thereafter.

Seduced by the dot.com euphoria and buoyed by the success of the Japanese operator NTT DoCoMo, many operators believed wireless data was the solution to their ARPU problems. Wireless data services, however, have been slow to take off. Many claim a lack of data-enabled handsets has hindered take up while others believe that operators simply don’t have a compelling business model. One thing for certain is that many operators made the mistake of comparing wireless data services with those services available on the web and commenced to migrate readily available fixed content to wireless devices. Experience has since shown that only
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